
SkyGrid is solving the industry's biggest challenges 
integrating UAVs in controlled airspace and executing 
autonomous operations at scale.

SkyGrid's AerialOS™ is an end-to-end airspace management 
system that uses AI and blockchain to intelligently route, 
synchronize, and maintain unmanned aircraft in shared 
airspace. The platform monitors, predicts, and adapts to 
changes in airspace, vehicle, and location data to safely 
enable advanced air mobility and a wide variety of 
commercial drone operations. 

By 2018, advancements in drones, passenger air vehicles, and 
other unmanned aircraft were underway, but the industry 
lacked a comprehensive system to safely integrate millions of 
UAVs in controlled airspace.

Traditional drone software and unmanned traffic management 
UTM systems require manual workflows that place a burden 
on drone operators and authorities and leave room for error in 
the rapidly changing airspace. Boeing, an aviation pioneer, and 
SparkCognition, an AI innovator, joined forces to fill this gap 
with SkyGrid.

The World’s First
Aerial Operating System

Airspace Awareness
Define airspace parameters, automate 
authorizations, and analyze robust 

airspace, vehicle, and location data.

Flight Operations
Automatically create and execute 
optimal flight paths with AI-based 
routing and deconfliction.

Fleet Management
Optimize fleet performance with 
predictive maintenance and 
blockchain audit trails.

Powered by AI & Blockchain

Airspace intelligence 
Air traffic automation 
Airspace compliance
Flight planning & execution
Flight transparency & auditability
Aircraft performance
Aircraft security
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SkyGrid’s AI and blockchain technologies protect airspace safety, compliance, and auditability. We’re filling the gaps 
unaccounted for in traditional UTM systems and drone software to enable the next generation of autonomous aviation.

Incomplete data
Limited
Manual / optional
Manual workflows
Very limited
Reactive maintenance
Vulnerable

Comprehensive data layers
End-to-end automation
Mandatory blockchain rules
AI-based routing & deconfliction
Immutable blockchain records
Predictive maintenance
AI-powered cybersecurity

Traditional SkyGrid

AerialOS enables airspace awareness, flight operations, and fleet management in one integrated system. 




